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Organic spin valves (OSVs) have become an essential building block of next-generation memory devices which focus on spin degree of transporting carriers. Meanwhile, negative magnetoresistance (MR) effect in the OSV devices is increasingly observed which deserves further exploration for the rich spin physics behind. In this work, the negative MR response in ferromagnetic (FM) metal-based OSVs using donor–acceptor (D–A) conjugated polymer based on the naphthalenediimide units as a spacer material is observed. The negative MR effect does not result from negative polarization at spin injection and detection interface as well as tunneling anisotropic magnetoresistance effect, but from the spin transport inside the D–A polymer spacer. Even the stacking sequence of the spin injection and detection electrodes is reversed or changed the polymer coating solvents, the D–A polymer contributed negative MR response still can be observed. For further identifying negative MR origin, the bottom FM metal polarizer is replaced into high-polarization La$_{0.7}$Sr$_{0.3}$MnO$_3$ thin film, negative MR feature is well reproduced. Based on these points, it is deduced that the spin-orientation reversal inside D–A polymer spacer is the ultimate reason for such negative MR response. The filtering-like spin reversal activity is also in positive proportion to intermolecular interaction.

1. Introduction

Organic spin valves (OSV) is a pivotal ingredient of next-generation spin-memory devices which aim to exploit advantageous long spin lifetime of organic semiconductors.$^{[1–6]}$ Three basic characteristics are required for constructing the OSV devices, namely ferromagnetic (FM) spin injectors and detectors and non-ferromagnetic organic medium. When evaluating OSV device performance, magnetoresistance (MR) behavior is an important criterion.$^{[7–11]}$ Undoubtedly, decent MR value is strongly expected for its close proof to long distance spin-conserved transport. Continuous efforts of seeking suitable spin polarizer and transport media fueled the development of OSVs during the past decade.$^{[12–14]}$ On the other hand, debate on MR signal has never ceased since the first report on organic giant magnetoresistance by Xiong.$^{[7]}$ In general, MR response in a prototype OSV device is considered to be positive, namely device resistance under magnetization antiparallel states is larger than that of parallel states. However, negative (abnormal) MR response in OSVs is increasingly discovered thus must not be fortuity. Consequently, distinguishing the working mechanisms of the negative MR signals becomes an important component of organic spintronics. To date, there are several viewpoints to explain this abnormal spin response: 1) Negative polarization is the most representative also the earliest explanation which is primarily extracted from Julliere tunneling formula.$^{[15–17]}$ That is when spin injector is positively (negatively) polarized, while spin detector is negatively (positively) polarized, the MR behavior is negative. However, such explanation is invalid when injecting...
and detecting interfaces share the same polarized direction. Besides, mechanically using this concept can possibly leave out key information from molecular transport media. 2) Recently, spinterface issue aroused worldwide attention in spintronics field due to the underlying rich spin physics. This phenomenon was also used for explaining negative OSV effect.\textsuperscript{[28–30]} Filtering interfacial hybrid state is the core of this concept which can reverse original spin orientation of polarized carriers and thus leads to negative MR response.\textsuperscript{[20–22]} Though such hybridization can sometimes improve spin injection efficiency and trigger more novel spin discoveries, we should not forget the primitive goal of OSV is achieving long distance spin-preserved transport in organic spacer rather than undertaking interface engineering. 3) During the entire fabrication process of vertical OSVs, top metal depositing process should be paid extra attention due to its possible damage on soft organic layers. Beyond that, such unexpected metal/organic interpenetration can sometimes induce negative MR response which is also defined as “filaments effect.”\textsuperscript{[23–26]} Once that happens, it becomes harsh to analyze how organic spacer influences device spin transport performance. 4) Ferroelectric materials have been regarded as an important molecular platform to manipulate spin polarization by electrical means.\textsuperscript{[27]} OSVs exploiting such kind of materials have also been probed thoroughly during recent years. One featuring characteristics of such device is the corresponding MR signal can be reversed when converting test electric field polarity.\textsuperscript{[28–31]} In this case, negative MR response relies on dipole activity inside ferroelectric media. 5) To reinforce electrical or photovoltaic performance of organic semiconductors, molecular doping is one efficient strategy which has been extensively used.\textsuperscript{[32,33]} Such method also works significantly on tuning spin transport performance of OSVs, for recent examples of negative OSV signals.\textsuperscript{[34–37]} The above five negative MR resources have made great contribution to better understanding of spin dynamics inside organics and OSV working principle. However, these explanations were mainly aimed at small molecules and oligomers. Understanding the origin of the negative MR signals observed in other materials, such as recently hot-discussing oligomers. Understanding the origin of the negative MR signals observed in other materials, such as recently hot-discussing oligomers.

In recent years, D–A conjugated polymers have caught increasing eyeballs for their limitless building blocks option and strong intermolecular interactions. Resulting huge success in organic field effect transistor (OFETs) and organic solar cells further demonstrated their potential in next-generation electrical functional devices.\textsuperscript{[18–41]} At the same time, spin transport performance of the D–A conjugated polymers was also under investigation and recently, acquired some inspiring results.\textsuperscript{[11,42–46]} Nevertheless, the in-depth understanding of spin transport performance of the D–A semiconductor polymer is inadequate. There are two methods to unlock such dilemma. One protocol is integrating spin transport study intensively with polymer thin film growing conditions.\textsuperscript{[45]} The other is utilizing structure engineering project when discussing microscopic spin dynamics inside the D–A conjugated molecules.\textsuperscript{[46,46]}

Herein, we selected a D–A naphthalenediimide (NDI)-based conjugated polymer PNVT-CN-8 containing 2,3-bis(thiophen-2-yl)acrylonitrile units as a nonferromagnetic interlayer to fabricate the OSV devices and surprisingly found the polymer can solely induce negative MR response. FM metals were used for OSV construction affording NiFe/Au/D–A polymer/Co/ Au stacking in vertical configuration. Resulting negative OSV signal was rather stable even after 30 days air-exposure and did not encounter dramatic change on MR shape against varying current. Such intriguing spin response had nothing to do with interfacial negative polarization or tunneling anisotropic magnetoresistance (TAMR) effect. Even we reversed the spin injector (NiFe)/detector (Co) sequence and made an alternation on polymer dissolving solvents, the negative MR phenomenon was still observed. For deeper insights of the negative MR resource, we replaced bottom NiFe spin injector with high-polarization La0.7Sr0.3MnO3 (LSMO) electrode, and added another layer of polymethylmethacrylate (PMMA) at top interface. Amazingly, the negative MR characteristics were retained once this NDI-based polymer participated into OSV construction. Based on these results, we argued that the measured negative MR response was governed by spin dynamics inside the NDI-based polymer. Spin orientation of polarized carriers might be reversed when travelling through such solution-processed D–A polymer thin film, similar to the spin-filtering phenomenon discovered before. These findings unveiled another role of solution-processed D–A polymers on spin information processing, namely manipulating spins by polymer conjugated backbones.

2. Results and Discussion

Chemical structure of interlayer polymers used in the OSV devices is depicted in Figure 1a. This vinyl-bridge D–A conjugated polymer is named as PNVT-CN-8 which showed ambipolar charge transport behavior and good spin transport performance as we studied before.\textsuperscript{[46–48]} Moreover, PNVT-CN-8 also has good solubility in different solvents, hence offers a good platform to study solvent effect on its spin transport performance.\textsuperscript{[47]} To guarantee successful OSV operation, the device with a configuration structure of NiFe (bottom, 12 nm)/Au (3 nm)/PNVT-CN-8 (25 nm)/Co (top, 12 nm)/Au (25 nm) was fabricated as shown in Figure 1b. The 3 nm Au is a protective metallic barrier to solve ferromagnet contamination during solution procedure of the polymer thin film, with another task of injecting polarized carriers.\textsuperscript{[3,49–51]} Usually, the ultra-thin AlOx buffer layer is a very good option in fabrication of organic spin valves. Explicitly speaking, there are leaky and non-leaky AlOx protective layers.\textsuperscript{[52]} The leaky AlOx is more advantageous on identifying molecular MR contribution because its metal-like conducting behavior cannot enlarge junction resistance too fiercely. However, using the AlOx protective layer is not perfect because of its inevitable introduction of oxygen. Recently, Riminiucci et al. discovered employing AlOx layer could bring into oxygen impurities thus resulting in negative MR behavior.\textsuperscript{[35,36]} For our OSV devices based on the NiFe bottom electrodes, the oxygen introduced during the preparation of AlOx layer could oxidize the NiFe electrodes during spin-coating process of neighboring polymer thin films. So, we did not choose the ultra-thin AlOxs as the protective layer to fabricate the OSV devices. Instead, we choose gold as the protective layer due
to its following advantages: 1) Work function of Au is close to the HOMO energy level of our polymer PNVT-CN-8, which is favorable for spin-polarized carrier injection.[46,47] 2) The preparation stage of Au layer did not damage the ferromagnetism of bottom NiFe electrode because Au was in-situ deposited onto the surface of the NiFe electrode without breaking the vacuum. The 25 nm polymeric spacer was spin coated directly onto the Au-capped NiFe stripes using 1,2-dichlorobenzene (DCB) solution. Thermal treatment was performed subsequently (120 °C, 30 min) before depositing top FM metals. The HOMO/LUMO energy levels of PNVT-CN-8 match well with the work functions of neighboring metals, hence offer a good premise to spin polarized injection.[46,47] Before discussing MR behavior of the OSV based on PNVT-CN-8, corresponding charge transport properties were examined first. Four-probe testing mode was employed for current–voltage (I–V) characterization as shown in Figure 1c, which exhibits good symmetry and evident non-linearity. This is a good indicative of balanced ambipolar spin injection at two metal/polymer interfaces, also a solid proof about polymer’s contribution to device resistance. Since the device resistance increases with elevating temperature, we argue that massive short-circuiting did not occur during top metal deposition. Additionally, these electrical responses are rather stable against continuous back and forth sweeping (under fixed voltage) over one hundred times (Figure S1, Supporting Information). Hence we believe that the following MR measurement results are not interrupted by metal filaments.[52]

As usual, external in-plane magnetic field was applied parallel to these metal/organic hybrid junctions under constant current DC mode. The angle of the in-plane magnetic field relative to the easy axis of counter FM electrodes was set into 45°. MR ratio was calculated by formula defined as $MR = \frac{(R_{AP} - R_p)}{R_p} \times 100\%$, where $R_{AP}$ and $R_p$ refer to resistance measured under antiparallel and parallel states, respectively. The OSV device with a configuration structure of NiFe (top, 12 nm)/Au (3 nm)/PNVT-CN-8 (25 nm)/Co (top, 12 nm)/Au (25 nm) displayed evident negative MR response as depicted in Figure 1d, which is opposite to situation of robust...
positive MR response measured in metallic background structure of NiFe (bottom)/Au (3 nm)/Co (top)/Au. MR trace of this negative spin response was very smooth with no fierce signal/noise fluctuation. In addition, such negative OSV signal does not vanish monotonously with increasing temperature unlike all-metal reference junction NiFe (bottom, 12 nm)/Au (3 nm)/Co (top, 12 nm)/Au (25 nm) (Figure S2, Supporting Information). There are two main reasons accounting for such non-monotonous temperature dependence: 1) Compared to the all-metal reference structure, additive spin-polarized carriers are injected through the molecular frontier levels near the metal/organic interfaces. This is also another solid proof of polymer’s contribution to entire negative OSV signal.[50] 2) We notice the MR ratios in the polymer-contained spin valve first increases and then drops with the increasing temperature. Such phenomenon is not incomprehensible since the travelling distance for polarized carriers in non-ferromagnetic media has exceed the tunneling limit.[53] In this case, spin dephasing induced by phonon scattering under high temperature cannot be neglected and that is why the MR ratios from 100 to 300 K decreases with elevation on temperature.[54] Furthermore, we found this negative MR effect can persist up to 300 K. Corresponding MR curves are shown in Figure S3a, Supporting Information, whose switching region matches well with counter spin-polarizer coercive values (Figure S3b, Supporting Information). Before discussing the negative MR origin, we checked whether such negative MR response was just coincidence. Our experiments showed that this negative MR effect could not only be repeated, but also exhibited good air-stability near to 30 days (Figure S4, Supporting Information). This powerfully demonstrated our negative OSV effect is definitely not an accidental result. As constantly emphasized in past OSV-related researches, bias electricity had a huge influence on the MR behavior.[23,55] Wu discovered reversing bias polarity and changing current size led to MR reversal.[55] Vinzelberg also discovered tuning external electric field dramatically transformed shape of measured negative MR response.[23] Inspired by these works, we made a change on both current flowing direction and magnitude to examine whether negative MR feature can still be kept. As illustrated in Figure 1e, alternation on current size and direction indeed aroused a bit fluctuation on MR size. Even so, primitive negative MR property was well preserved. Migrating to MR loops as shown in Figure 1f, we found MR shape almost stayed unchanged against current variation though MR ratio reduced a bit under increasing current size. With these results, we believe the above negative OSV signal is absolutely not coincident, instead, is the inherent spin response of polymer spin valve thus deserves further exploration.

Like many other reports, we initially questioned whether spin injecting or detecting interface was negatively polarized thus led to such negative MR response. Spin polarization of both bottom NiFe/Au and top PVNCT-CN-8/Co interfaces were measured (Figure S5, Supporting Information). Clearly, no negative polarization was found. Therefore, concept of electrode’s negative polarization does not fit for explaining our negative MR phenomena. Nonetheless, we cannot ignore the possible influence of TAMR effect on negative MR response, which can even be detected in one FM electrode-left fake valve structure.[56–60] Just recently, Ding discovered the MR signal of NiFe-based polymer spin valves was rather sensitive to magnetic anisotropy of bottom NiFe injecting electrode.[60] Considering this point, we first checked whether negative MR response can be obtained in TAMR-like devices with the configuration structure of NiFe (bottom)/Au/PVNT-CN-8/Au and Au/PVNT-CN-8/Co (top)/Au. TAMR signal of the former NiFe-based structure is depicted in Figure S6a–c, Supporting Information. Admittedly, MR shape varies with the change on the angle of the in-plane magnetic field relative to the easy axis of the NiFe electrode. In spite of so, TAMR signal of the NiFe/Au/OCS/Au is absolutely positive without negative background peaks. Similar phenomenon was also observed in Au/OCS/Co structure though effective TAMR response aroused until testing current exceeded 10 μA (Figure S6d–f, Supporting Information). Subsequently, we examined if the MR signals of the entire NiFe-based OSV devices inverse as the angle changes from 0° to 90° as diagrammed in Figure 2a.[56,57,60] We measured MR loops of the OSV devices possessing the configuration structure of NiFe (bottom)/Au/PVNT-CN-8 (25 nm)/Co (top)/Au at different angles of in-plane magnetic field (Figure 2b). The MR response of the complete OSV device is still negative and does not confront dramatic change on its shape when angle differs between 45° and 90°. Moreover, the MR size reaches its maximum at 45° and that is why we choose such angle for standard MR test. However, when the testing angle decreases from 45° to 0°, both widths and peaks of MR curves change fiercely as illustrated in Figure S7, Supporting Information. Even so, MR response is still negative namely resistance under designed antiparallel state is lower than that measured in parallel state. These results demonstrated the negative OSV effect was not contributed by the TAMR effect arising from the FM electrodes. Recently, Lueso observed MR signal reversal in vertical OSV just by reversing relative position of two FM electrodes NiFe and Co. They attributed this result to the chemical hybridization near OSC/FM interface.[61] As mentioned above, such phenomenon can be classified into spinterface issue, which has been considered as one important negative MR resource since 2010.[18–22] Inspired by this point, we exchanged the original sequence of NiFe and Co electrodes and fabricated control junction arranged as Co (bottom)/Au/PVNT-CN-8/NiFe (top)/Au. Amazingly, such spin-polarizer reversal did not change the negative MR effect in standard NiFe (bottom)/Au/PVNT-CN-8/Co (top)/Au sample too much both in size and signal including temperature dependence (Figure S8, Supporting Information). Hence we believed discussing negative MR response also did not arise from specific chemical hybridization near either PVNCT-CN-8/NiFe or PVNCT-CN-8/Co interface.

Taking a summary of above results, we find this intriguing negative OSV signal is governed by spin dynamics inside the PVNCT-CN-8 interlayer. The most effective way to verify this inference is changing thin film states of PVNCT-CN-8 spacer and checking whether the negative MR effect can be reproduced. Such idea was extracted from recent theoretical study performed by Schott, which emphasized the importance of processing methods to spin dynamics inside D–A type conjugated polymers.[45] In polymer thin film transistors, the processing solvent has a decisive controlling effect on the film quality and device electronic performance.[62] Similar relationship in polymer spintronics studies have also been
predicted and discovered.\cite{63,64} Whereas, research on the interaction between processing solvent selection and OSV performance is still vacant. In our previous OFET-themed article, the polymer PNVT-CN-8 was demonstrated to show good solubility in different solvents. Allowing for this fact, we fabricated another two OSV devices with the configuration structure of NiFe (bottom)/Au/PNVT-CN-8 (25 nm)/Co (top)/Au by using the trichloromethane (CHCl$_3$), and chlorobenzene (CB) solvents to spin-coat the PNVT-CN-8 thin film, respectively. Figure 2c–e shows the MR loops of the corresponding OSV devices fabricated by using different solvents measured at temperatures of c) 10, d) 100, and e) 300 K.

Figure 2. The OSV devices with the configuration structure of NiFe (bottom)/Au/PNVT-CN-8 (25 nm)/Co (top)/Au. a) Diagram of angle sensitivity of complete OSV ranging from 0° to 90°. b) MR loops of the OSV devices measured at different angles (from 90° to 45°) of in-plane magnetic field at 10 K. c–e) MR loops of the OSV devices fabricated by using different solvents measured at temperatures of c) 10, d) 100, and e) 300 K.

For better understanding of above MR discrepancy, we characterized the morphology of the PNVT-CN-8 thin film by atomic force microscopy (AFM). Referring to the AFM images listed in Figure 3, we found that the surface roughness of the PNVT-CN-8 thin film decreased with the elevation in solvent boiling points. For the polymer films prepared with CHCl$_3$, resulting surface roughness even reached over 2 nm. As repeatedly strengthened by other groups, the morphology of the polymer thin films can impact its spin transport performance significantly.\cite{4,65–67} Enhancing surface roughness of organic transport media can not only reduce the interface quality, but may more seriously increase the possibility of spin scattering, which is not conducive to spin detection. This offers a good explanation to the fact that MR effect for the OSV devices fabricated by using CHCl$_3$ is much weaker than that of the other two devices using solvents with higher boiling points. Likewise, the greatest signal/noise fluctuations in MR curve of the OSV devices fabricated by using CHCl$_3$ as a solvent can also be explained by this point. Based on these results, we preliminarily speculate the negative

Figure 3. Morphology of the 25 nm PNVT-CN-8 thin film spin-coated by using a) DCB, b) CB, and c) CHCl$_3$. Scan size is 5 μm × 5 μm and data scale is 10 nm. All characterized polymer thin film was grown onto Au surface.
MR effect in the OSV devices based on PNVT-CN-8 relies on spin dynamics inside polymer media.

To better understand the relationship between the negative MR signal and the spin dynamics inside the polymer, we replaced the bottom low-polarization NiFe polarizer into high-polarization perovskite LSMO electrode to fabricate the OSV devices with the configuration structure of LSMO (La$_{0.7}$Sr$_{0.3}$MnO$_3$, bottom)/Au/PNVT-CN-8 (25 nm)/Co (top)/Au (see Figure 4a). Compared to the FM metals, half metallic LSMO electrode is more advantageous in spin injection due to its high polarization up to almost 100% at cryogenic temperature, which is much larger than those of FM metals (Co: $\approx$ 34%; NiFe: $\approx$ 45%). In this case, only spin-up polarized states exist in LSMO thin film unlike FM metals according to the spin polarization simulation formula: \( \frac{N_↑-N_↓}{N_↑+N_↓} \times 100\% \) \( (N_↑ \text{ stands for spin-up density}, N_↓ \text{ represents spin-down density}). \) From this perspective, analyzing negative MR resource via such half-metal spin polarizer is a better choice. We first measured the MR response of the device fabricated by employing DCB solvent. As shown in Figure 4b, obvious negative MR response was achieved persisting up to 200 K. Besides, the device resistance decreases with increasing temperature, hence illustrates this LSMO-based polymer spin valve works normally free from short-circuiting. The PNVT-CN-8 thin films spin coated by using CB and CHCl$_3$ solvents also exhibited the negative MR effect (see Figure 4c). Moreover, similar solvent boiling point dependence of the MR loops for the device with the configuration structure of LSMO (bottom)/Au/PNVT-CN-8/Co (top)/Au was also obtained although NiFe electrode was replaced into LSMO thin film, namely the absolute values of negative MR increased with elevation in solvents' boiling point. Temperature dependence of these negative MR signals is displayed in Figure 4d. Apparently, the absolute values of negative MR response for all devices fabricated by using different solvents decreased monotonously with increasing temperature, which can be explained by the low Curie temperature of LSMO electrode itself. It should be noted that all these negative MR responses have nothing to do with LSMO electrode itself or LSMO/Au/Co background structure, as depicted in Figure S10a–c, Supporting Information. Clearly, PNVT-CN-8
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**Figure 4.** a) Schematic diagram of the OSV devices based on PNVT-CN-8 with a configuration structure of the bottom electrode/Au/PNVT-CN-8/Co (top)/Au. The bottom NiFe electrode was substituted into La$_{0.7}$Sr$_{0.3}$MnO$_3$ thin film. b) Device resistance as a function of magnetic field for the LSMO-based OSV devices without the PMMA inserted layer fabricated by using DCB solvent measured at different temperatures. c) MR loops of the LSMO-based OSV devices fabricated without the PMMA inserted layer by using different solvents measured at 10 K. d) MR ratios as a function of temperature for the LSMO-based OSV devices with and without the PMMA inserted layer fabricated by using DCB solvents. e–g) Device resistance as a function of magnetic field for the LSMO-based OSV devices with and without the PMMA inserted layer fabricated by using e) DCB, f) CB, and g) CHCl$_3$ solutions measured at 10 K.
thin film in the above polymer spin valves contacts directly with Co electrode. Though we have already ruled out metal filaments' influence on device conductivity, it is still not enough to ensure that negative MR responses in these LSMO-based spin valves are absolutely free from top metal inclusion and possible reaction at PNVT-CN-8/Co interfaces. To solve this problem, we inserted a 5 nm thin layer of PMMA at PNVT-CN-8/Co interfaces to fabricate another collection of reference devices with a configuration structure of LSMO (bottom)/Au/PNVT-CN-8/PMMA (5 nm)/Co (top)/Au. The PMMA’s introduction though has a bit influence on MR size as Figure 4d illustrated, negative MR feature is well kept. In Figure 4e–g, we listed the comparative MR loops of the PNVT-CN-8-based spin valves with and without the PMMA interlayer. Obviously, inserting such kind of buffering barrier neither induces surge on junction resistance nor brings dramatic change on MR shape though negative MR phenomenon is acquired. On the contrary, the background device with a configuration structure of LSMO/Au/PMMA (5 nm)/Co/Au exhibits positive MR response as shown in Figure S10, Supporting Information. Based on these results, we solidly believe spin dynamics inside the D–A polymer layer is the only responsible origin for these negative MR responses.

All polymer spin valves discussed in this work contain a device structure of the bottom electrode/Au/PNVT-CN-8/top electrode, where the bottom and top electrodes were used as spin polarizer and spin collector, respectively. To better comprehend negative MR effect, we selected the LSMO (bottom)/Au/PNVT-CN-8/Co (top) system for further discussion. Since device with the configuration structure of the LSMO/Au/Co exhibited the positive MR response, we believed that injected spin-up polarized carriers did not encounter severe spin orientation reversal when traversing this 3 nm Au interlayer. Corresponding diagram of the spin transport for the LSMO (bottom)/Au/Co (top) is depicted in Figure 5a. After introducing PNVT-CN-8 between Au and Co, spin-up polarized carriers from LSMO electrode can encounter reversal on their orientation, and thus become spin-down polarized states as illustrated in Figure 5b. In this case, reversed spin-down carriers are scattered when arriving at the detection electrode whose spin-up density overwhelms spin-down density. Owing to this point, defined parallel state is actually transformed into antiparallel state and vice versa. The negative MR effect then is acquired as displayed on the right of Figure 5b. Such reversal on spin orientation is similar to spin-filtering phenomenon which is a kind of spin selectivity process. Concept of spin filtering was also used for explanation toward reversed MR signals as recently discovered in molecular spin valves exploiting organic radical self-assembled monolayer and 2D materials. Since our negative MR response is contributed by bulk spin transport rather than spinterface engineering, we prefer to use “filtering-like” term to define such spin reversal activity of bulk spin transport. This is the first report on such fascinating spin phenomenon in solution-processed conjugated D–A polymers.

Intermolecular interactions between donor and acceptor moieties play important roles in the dynamic property within D–A conjugated polymers, which has been thoroughly and extensively probed in electronics community. Similar relationship was also discussed in our group’s recent spin transport study concerning D–A conjugated polymers. As we just mentioned, filtering-like spin dynamics inside PNVT-CN-8 is the determining reason for the negative OSV signal. Since it is so, examining whether spin orientation reversal inside the D–A conjugated polymers is prone to the strength of intermolecular interactions between donor and acceptor moieties naturally becomes another critical issue. To gain effective contrast, herein we extended the alkyl-chain length on nitrogen atoms of acceptor NDI unit thus obtained polymer PNVT-CN-10 whose structure is shown in Figure S11, Supporting Information. Such alkyl-chain extension was reported to lead to longer d–d distance thus weaker intermolecular interaction in PNVT-CNs polymer by our group previously. Therefore, it is a good strategy to investigate the intermolecular interaction dependence of the spin reversal activity within the conjugated D–A polymers. Before discussing its MR behavior, we want to strengthen PNVT-CN-10 shares the same energy-level distributions with PNVT-CN-8 as a result, interfacial spin injection efficiency in the PNVT-CN-10 devices is also identical to that of the PNVT-CN-8 spin valves. We first investigated PNVT-CN-10’s
MR response in FM-metal polarization networks. Of course, device configuration structure was identical to that of PNVT-CN-8, namely NiFe (12 nm, bottom)/Au (3 nm)/PNVT-CN-10 (25 nm)/Co (12 nm, top)/Au (25 nm) also for effective comparison. Under the same four-probe testing method, MR signal of PNVT-CN-10-based OSV devices was measured and is shown in Figure 6a–e. To better manifest polymer’s contribution, we showed MR response of in-situ metallic background simultaneously in these figures. Beyond our imagination, measured OSV signals in PNVT-CN-10 junction exhibit temperature-dependent MR sign reversal from 10 to 300 K. Below 100 K, MR response of the OSV devices based on the polymer PNVT-CN-10 with longer alkyl-chains is four-resistive-like state, which contains both positive and negative MR peaks. This indicates the OSV signal is partially contributed by background metallic spin valve which possibly owes to the weaker filtering-like spin dynamics inside PNVT-CN-10. When temperature increases from 100 to 300 K, prototype negative MR response then arises and conceals the positive MR contribution from background metallic structure. Compared to PNVT-CN-8-based OSV devices using the same FM-metal polarizers, negative OSV signal in this PNVT-CN-10-based device is much weaker whose room temperature MR value is just around ~0.3%. Based on this point, we conclude that the possibility of spin-orientation reversal is in positive proportion to the strength of intermolecular interaction within D–A polymers. Similar temperature-dependent MR signal transition was achieved in LSMO (La0.7Sr0.3MnO3, bottom)/Au/PNVT-CN-10 (25 nm)/Co (top)/Au structure as illustrated in Figure 6f. These results further demonstrated investigating spin dynamics inside D–A polymer should better be associated with molecular engineering project.

3. Conclusion

We utilize the D–A type conjugated polymer based on NDI and 2,3-bis(thiophen-2-yl) acrylonitrile units as the spacer to fabricate the OSV devices with configuration structure of NiFe (12 nm)/Au (3 nm)/PNVT-CN-8 (25 nm)/Co (12 nm)/Au (25 nm). The negative MR effect was observed at temperature
ranging from 10 to 300 K. This is entirely opposite to underlying all-metal background NiFe/Au (3 nm)/Co/Au structure whose MR response is absolute positive. Besides, this interesting negative MR behavior is well repeatable against current variation and air exposure. We also clarified that the resulting negative MR signal arises from neither angle-dependent anisotropy of complete OSV nor TAMR effect in underlying single FM-electrode contained fake valve structure. The negative MR signal was also achieved in the OSV devices with the configuration structure of Co (bottom, 12 nm)/Au (3 nm)/PNVT-CN-8 (25 nm)/NiFe (top, 12 nm)/Au (25 nm). This experimental result further demonstrates the negative MR nature is not decided by specific hybridization between PNVT-CN-8 and FM metals. The above results give solid support to the governing role of polymer PNVT-CN-8 itself on the negative MR phenomenon. To figure out the origin of the negative MR effect, we finally substituted the bottom FM metal electrode into high-polarization LSMO thin film for further discussion. Under the device arranged as LSMO (bottom)/Au/PNVT-CN-8 (25 nm)/Co (top)/Au, negative MR behavior was reproduced and also exhibited similar dependence up to 200 K. To ensure measured negative MR signals are not affected by metal/organic interpenetration or chemical reaction at PNVT-CN-8/Co interfaces, we inserted a 5 nm PMMA layer at top PNVT-CN-8/Co interfaces. Fortunately, the inserted PMMA buffering layer did not remove the negative MR feature though had a bit influence on the MR ratios. These results powerfully demonstrate that the negative MR effect is solely determined by spin dynamics inside PNVT-CN-8 thin film. We hold the spin-orientation reversal inside D–A polymer spacer is the ultimate explanation to the negative MR response. Furthermore, such filtering-like spin activity is dependent on intermolecular interaction between donor and acceptor units according to the MR discrepancy between PNVT-CN-8 and PNVT-CN-10. This work proposes a novel perspective to comprehend spin transport phenomenon in solution-processed D–A polymers, also paves a new way to manipulate spin by molecules.

4. Experimental Section

Preparation of the NDI-Based Conjugated Polymer: Synthetic details can be found in a previous OFET-themed article.\(^\text{[47]}\)

Fabrication of the NiFe (Bottom)/Au/PNVT-CN-8 (25 nm)/Co (Top)/Au Device: The Si/SiO\(_2\) substrate was selected for the construction of the OSVs. This substrate was ultrasonically cleaned before depositing ferromagnetic electrode. Cleaning sequence was as follows: 1) Ultrasonication by de-ionized water for 5 min, and then transferred to the oven for drying; 2) Ethanol ultrasonication for 5 min, and then dried in oven; 3) Acetone ultrasonic cleaning for 5 min, and then dried and performed ultraviolet ozone treatment for 20 min. After finishing these steps, these substrates were transferred into the glove box filled with nitrogen and then covered them with the strip-shaped shadow mask before placing them into the vacuum evaporation chamber. When the vacuum was evacuated to 5 × 10\(^{-4}\) Pa, a 5 nm Au thin film was first deposited as the adhesion layer of the bottom ferromagnetic electrode. After that, the NiFe electrode deposition was started without breaking the vacuum until the chamber inner pressure reached 2 × 10\(^{-4}\) Pa. The evaporation process was divided into two steps with various evaporation rates. At the stage of the first 3 nm, the evaporation rate was set as 0.1 Å s\(^{-1}\). As for the remaining 9 nm (target thickness was 12 nm), the evaporation rate was controlled within a range of 0.5–0.6 Å s\(^{-1}\).

After completing the NiFe electrode deposition, then the 3 nm Au thin film was evaporated as a protective layer onto the NiFe thin film without breaking the vacuum. Afterward, these substrates capped with NiFe electrodes were transferred into glove-box to perform polymer thin film deposition. The PNVT-CN-8 thin film was spin-coated onto the NiFe/Au thin films. In order to remove the residual solvent from the organic film, the polymer covered substrate was placed onto the hot plate inside the glove box to undertake annealing treatment. After finishing polymer thin films preparation, shadow mask was capped on top of them to fabricate a Co top electrode. For the Co top electrode, depositing method was similar to the bottom NiFe electrode. Two-step deposition method was used for electrode fabrication. The first 5 nm thin film was finished at the evaporation rate of 0.1 Å s\(^{-1}\). The remaining 7 nm Co thin film was completed at the evaporation rate of 0.5–0.6 Å s\(^{-1}\). At last, 25 nm Au thin film was covered adjacent to Co electrode for void of oxidation.

Fabrication of the NiFe (Bottom)/Au/PNVT-CN-8 (25 nm)/Co (Top)/Au Device: Compared to the NiFe (bottom)/Au/PNVT-CN-8 (25 nm)/Co (top)/Au, just NiFe and Co sequence was reversed. Corresponding deposition parameters were identical to those in the NiFe (bottom)/Au/PNVT-CN-8/Co (top)/Au structure.

Fabrication of the NiFe (Bottom)/Au/PNVT-CN-8 (15 nm)/Co (Top)/Au Device: In contrast to the NiFe (bottom)/Au/PNVT-CN-8 (25 nm)/Co (top)/Au device, only the thickness of PNVT-CN-8 thin film was changed from 25 to 15 nm while keep the other sections identical to that of standard NiFe (bottom)/Au/PNVT-CN-8 (25 nm)/Co (top)/Au device.

Fabrication of the NiFe (Bottom)/Au/PNVT-CN-10 (25 nm)/Co (Top)/Au Device: The only difference on device fabrication compared to the NiFe (bottom)/Au/PNVT-CN-8 (25 nm)/Co (top)/Au junction was the polymer spacer was substituted into PNVT-CN-10 which was dissolved by DCB solvent.

Fabrication of the LSMO (Bottom)/Au/PNVT-CN-8 (25 nm)/Co (Top)/Au Device: The LSMO film as the bottom electrode was fabricated by a pulsed laser deposition method on SrTiO\(_3\) substrates and then etched to strip pattern by an ion beam etching process. As for other sections, the related fabrication methods and parameters of the PNVT-CN-8 spacer and the top Co electrode were identical to those in NiFe (bottom)/Au/PNVT-CN-8 (25 nm)/Co (top)/Au structure.

Fabrication of the LSMO (Bottom)/Au/PNVT-CN-10 (25 nm)/Co (Top)/Au Device: Just the interlayer polymer of LSMO (bottom)/Au/PNVT-CN-8 (25 nm)/Co (top)/Au was changed from PNVT-CN-8 to PNVT-CN-10 while keeping other components prepared identically to that of LSMO (bottom)/Au/PNVT-CN-8 (25 nm)/Co (top)/Au.

MR Measurement Methods: All MR signals were measured by the physical property measurement system. As for the measurement about magnetic hysteresis loops of ferromagnetic electrodes, vibrating sample magneto-meter was employed.
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